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Five years later, we’ve arrived at the last extension: Legacy of 
the Void, the advent of this exceptional game. The new units 
are here, maps used to take over bases quickly, and though 
balancing still appears to require some adjustments, 
on paper, the cocktail almost seems to be served to delight the 
senses. And yet I can’t shake the feeling that even 5 years later, 
I’m able to enjoy watching these games more from 2011, than 
today. Why? Is it because of the novelty that has faded over the 
years or is there more to it?

I tried to understand and dissect what was the strength of WoL in 
its infancy, and to balance the experience that I had had with the  
frustrations it brought (maps that are too small, not enough units and 
so you’re always forced to play with the same synergy etc ..) to try to 
understand the extent of the novelty. Do we have to create RTS every 
5 years in order to stay amazed? Or is the problem is deeper than that?

After some reflection, it would seem that the novelty does not  
account for everything, it’s also a lack of understanding and so it gives 
the impression of chance, it is in continuous patches that constantly 
change the build order, change in the map sizes ... basically it is not 
only positive, and is probably why many games never create much 
buzz in RTS (Planetary Annihilation Act of Aggression etc ..) because 
the game dynamics and balance are much more important than  
enchanting aspect of discovery.

So what’s the issue? Why does WoL seems so fun now, even 
though I still like Starcraft 2? I have always supported the 
majority of directions and patches made by Blizzard, why now 
when there are more units, more bases, more opportunities, do 
I feel that that the game becomes less fun to play/watch? So I 
started to look at what differentiates WoL 2011 from 2016 LotV, 
and to do that, we will make a scale that’ll help facilitate our 
understanding.

As you already know Starcraft 2 is a compartmentalized game, from 
the architecture of its tech tree, to the cost of gas in infrastructure/
units. To make a Broodlord, the cost of gas in the unit + infrastructure 
provides compartmentalization, through this David Kim is sure that 
this unit will take time to arrive because you are forced to perform a 
set of time consuming mechanisms to be executed regardless of your 
skill with the mouse. To create a simple scale, we can say that there 
are 3 exploitable technological phases of the game.

T1 ( marines, zerglings, zealots )
T2 ( mutalisks, tanks, immortals ) 
T3 ( Broodlords, battlecruisers, Carriers ).

Now that we have our scale if we postpone the WoL and on LotV, what 
happens? We realize that WoL T1 phase is long and very exploited, the 
T2 phase is represented and often ends the game if it has not already 
been done in T1, and T3 is not represented because the savings per 
minute of the players were too low to power it.

It’s kind of the opposite on LotV, the T1 phase is underrepresented 
in its timing attack (T1 units are used for the duration of the game 
but there is no timing to enter this phase, the production buildings 
being raised after the B2) T2 is shown as the start of the game, I 
have my tanks or my mutas so I can start playing, and T3 is legion, 

many bases are taken quickly, we see Ultralisks, Carriers or 
 Battlecruisers etc ...

It’s interesting because, at this time, we realize that the two 
games are strictly opposed in their approach, the first favors T1 
and exhausts itself by becoming too long around T3 when LOTV 
is at full power on T3 and is too slow on T1.

It is as if we had two parts of the same puzzle that we have to 
put together so that it creates only one, and in that way it would 
be consistent in all three technological phases of the game. 
But let’s continue to dig as it now seems clear that we’ve lost 
the timings of T1 at the expense of T3, so what is the collateral 
damage of a weakening of T1 timings?

By weakening the attack timing of T1, two things happen:

-1  The effect of greed becomes apparent, if the scout can see the B2 
arise in macro set timings, the question is no longer, “do I punish 
or do I follow» but instead, «How can I be eco full in front of my  
opponent without taking a useless risk?» It maximizes our  
positions and we push our economy to the max with B2. The drive 
timing is automatically plotted on the T2 timing units, which often 
appears to be the only timing players where you can make your units 
profitable. A new option appears, I attack on B2 or I take B3. It is not 
uncommon to see the effects of greed extend to B3. Impossible on 
WoL.

-2  Starcraft 2 is a game with more or less effective hard-counter 
units, we can counter a carrier with a few well-managed micro 
marines bypassing the Liberator, but when it reaches a certain 
threshold you’re forced to own the hard-counters, if eight Carriers 
are released, the Marines will not be enough because the threshold 
is reached, and you’ll have to have 10 or more Liberators to counter. 
It’s the same with 30 mutas, 10 battlecruisers, 10 Ultralisks, you 
can’t get rid of them without an adequate number. So we can say that 
technological units are counter-able as long as they are not too many, 
but once the threshold is reached, micro-management has less of an 
impact.

A simple example: You can have a defense with 14 marines against 2 
tanks if you have a good micro and good positioning, but nobody will 
succeed with 56 marine against 8 tanks in defense. So we can say 
that the more equipped we are with technological units and the more 
micro-management is replaced by a science of good positioning, the 
slower T2 and T3 units become.

So in summary: by cutting the B1 timing, B2 timing becomes 
stronger and perhaps greedy for quick access to T3. The T2 and 
T3 have units which, upon reaching a certain threshold require 
hard-counters, as the micro is not enough to make a difference. 
So the more you access the technology, the more science of 
micro is replaced by positioning, and the more the collection 
of information becomes paramount for hard-counters against 
and to not lose without fighting valiantly.

And the gathering of information, how is it on LotV? LotV being the 
most macro with the extension maps and the closest/most protected 
B2-B3, it remains quite difficult to grasp the right information in the 

Have you ever taken the time to watch any of the 
old videos from Wings of Liberty? Of Husky, Day9 
or even Psy? A detail jumps immediately off the 
screen, « but fuck this game is fun! » The sets  
haven’t aged at all, the game intelligence,  
micro-management, everything is there. Every day 
we discover the depth that a game like Starcraft 2 
could have, and the possibilities seemed endless.
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game, finished the time of HOTS where we counted the gas taken 
B2 by Protoss players to extrapolate these potential costs, if we 
add to that the near absence of attacks T1, we are left with very little  
informations available to us, a hidden building which is harder to read 
because you can now open 2 technologies simultaneously and the 
gas intake with which we access allows us to reach 8 minutes of 
critical play thresholds on some units requiring hard-counters, so the  
information is more complicated under LOTV even though it is more 
crucial.

So we can say that removing the timings T1 gives access to tech-
nological units more easily, the first T2 harassment replaces the 
T1 harassment and remain easily counter-able if we see them co-
ming, everything leads to the large T2 with 200 T2 / T3 supplies 
with rapid B4. The game play becomes more complicated when 
you discover the opposing player technology, it is often at half the 
critical threshold where the micro is taken less into account and or 
the positioning replaces it, so to exaggerate either you anticipated the 
counterattack or you make a composition which can prevent all the 
eventualities, (which will always limit the initial choices as much as on 
WOL or HOTS despite the greater diversity of available units) or you 
lost because the time you need to get the hard-counter against your 
opponent means he already has new technology which will counter 
the one you just made.

I think that gives us a first explanation as for the differences in  
feeling that I had on the 2 games, on the enhanced T1 WoL phase 
and the almost nonexistent T3 favored micro, it took longer to reach  
critical thresholds and was less Gas Units available. But the game 
could still finish on positioning wars. It is this mixture that gave 
the charm of the 2011 epic games:  It started with the mouse skill , 
and when the next T3 set arrived, we ended with the intelligence of  
positioning. It was magical. On LotV, the gaz units erased the micro 
game more quickly to access positioning.

Several questions arise :  

But what is it for? The aim of the maneuver is to make its place 
T1 timing, this will have the effect of reducing the effects of 
technological greed, the compartments again become clearer 
and the accession to the threshold of gas units which changes 
the game of positioning war will be postponed automatically. 
You’d get at a more dynamic game where each step would have 
its importance and consequences of the following steps would 
be more pronounced

But what about in practice?

In early game, we would earn more minerals because there are less 
harvesters required for gas (3 harvesters available) and also more 
gas because its enrichment gives a boost early in the game (with 3 
gas harverster we have 0.5 more than one gas LotV).

works, the Protoss can still open MC Warp Adept into fast star-
gate, each race will have a little more gas at the start so they could 
even optimize their timing a little compared to those of dual gas LOTV, 
as we will gain more minerals by saving 3 harvesters of the second 
gas which is used to send B2 and B3 which accentuate the timings of 
greed early in the game on the base conquest. A little fewer T2 units 
emerge in compensation. The purpose of this dynamic is to open a new 
cycle for T1 units, if all players are starting to use their excess minerals 
to get ready to conquer B3 quickly, others will help with the openings 
with T1 units more quickly with 2 barracks reactor / labtech B2 for 
the arrival of add-ons, will attack to punish B3, while posing its own 
B3. Here we have a very dynamic micro game, where game analysis is  
now important while there was lack of it in LotV.

«But with a reduced harvest of -25% on my crops, won’t I run 
out of gas?»

No, the goal is to force us to assume only technology spending, not 
to feel restricted during the game. I recall that we will always do our 
regular openings but we would not have this little surplus that makes 
the gas units a little smaller on LotV. The effect should reassess the 
value of the micro, and more aggression will be found in early and 
in mid-game, no longer a pushing position as in Terran versus Terran is 
the perfect example. Thinking about B2 we have roughly the equiva-
lent of 3 gas LOTV, so the middle part of the entrance and the assault 
will be more rewarded, think that everyone loses 25% of their gas so 
if you miss 2 mutas in your timing, you’ll also need your opponent’s 
equivalent.

I have already made several tests thanks to Lerida who, having  
listened to my ideas on my stream, kindly offered us the changes on 
ladders maps that same evening, I did some tests with a Zerg  Grand 
Master Europe, « Pouilleux » who was very enthusiastic about the 
results. We did several sessions in several different match-ups and 
each time it turned out that we did not have the feeling of running 
out of gas and only if we felt a real dynamic, an impression that the  
winner is the best because their micro-management was better, as 
its position, as it was all visible, well played.

This is also the PvT as we felt the most, micro-management in eve-
ry sense, Terran couldn’t accumulate his 8 Liberators and get out, 
the Protoss couldn’t accumulate his 8 High Templars and get out, 
the units arrive more evenly on the first battles the strong units are 
not more than 2-3 in the beginning of the game which grows in mi-
cro-management, it fights to keep its units and take those gas units 
to his opponent, to protect his fast B3, the mass gas comes later (1 to 
2 min) which allows time for many great battles before playing more 
positioning.

I also had other various players play: Europe  Master / Top Master 
as SlideForEver, Sbr, Dreinark, Imdata, Akatosh, and all were una-
nimous as to the wealth of games, it is clear that when we micro-ma-
nage more and compartmentalize better, we forget the early game 
less, only ImData (Master Protoss) raised the point that the -25% 
of gas could remove rapid switch capacity, brain attempts in some 
ways, the feeling was not shared in these few parts from other testers, 
it would take over many game tests to be sure, and I expect feedback 
on gas X1.5 which can probably be adjusted +/- 0.10.

So, I’d love for you to test these maps over several games so that you 

can devise your own opinion; I promise it won’t be a waste of time and 
in fact that it will be a rewarding experience since everyone who’s 
tried enjoyed the concept (which is pretty difficult at first glance, if I 
read: «we must remove gas «, I could be afraid :)) I leave you below the 
names of the maps you will find on the EU and US server in custom 
games. I hope you let me know what you think, I really feel that there 
are some things to dig.

GL HF :)

Map name: 1G3500 and you will have maps of the current lad-
der that will appear in amended 1 gas X1.5 harvest more.

Anoss, French professional shoutcaster (WCS, Iron Squid, 
Nation Wars ..), you can contact me via Twitter / Facebook 
Anosssc2 and twitch Oganoss in private if you wish.
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What if we were to access to resources too easily? And if we could 
return to 1 gas as in BroodWar? (Enriched approximately X1.5)

The max economy of 3 bases wouldn’t be with 66 harvesters 
 anymore but with 57 (19 X 3), which means that the maximum  
economy of 3 bases can be accessed more quickly, this being for the 
equivalent of gas in B3, on LotV 2 gas, you will need B4 because in 
LotV, 2 gas is about 680 and then we would be at about 530. It is 
thus clear that the B4 would take on more importance than in LotV 
for his contribution in gas because it is what would take in 600+ in 
gas, which is the threshold where we can start creating units while 
opening other technologies enormously. So it’s clear that B4 for the 
gas it would bring more emphasis on LotV because it is what would 
help reach 600+ gas and we would reach the stage of the full army 
composition of gas units.

Through coming back to enriched gas, we could always do the same 
gas opening as with 2 gas, Triple rax reaper (MarineLord style) still 


